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ABSTRACT
Design optimization of structures has become an important method to study and develop these
days. Due to the fact that the world's population is increasing, and the worlds' resources are
decreasing. An optimum design algorithm is a useful tool that can help to minimize the weight of
a structure. Over the last four decades, several number of algorithms have been developed to solve
engineering optimization problems, for example, metaheuristic algorithms. An example of
metaheuristic algorithms is the Harmony Search algorithm (HS). HS algorithms make use of the
analogy between the performance process of natural music and searching for solutions to
optimization problems. In this research, the HS was applied on the College of Engineering
Building at Temple University Main Campus in Philadelphia, PA. The HS algorithm searches for
minimum cross-sectional areas that leads to find optimal steel sizes considering design constrains
such as: stress, deflection, and lateral displacement limitations. The HS algorithm obtained lighter
weight of steel frames by selecting a suitable steel section from the American Institute of Steel
Construction (AISC) and by following the specification of Allowable Stress Design method
(ASD). The results show that HS yielded lighter steel moment frames with approximately 20%
weight reduction.
Keywords: Harmony Search Algorithm, Steel Moment Frame, Optimization.
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CHAPTER 1
INTODUCTION
1.1 General
The increasing global population demands the design optimization of structures considering that
the world resources are decreasing [31], more structural buildings will be constructed in order to
fulfill urban needs. The goal is to design and construct structural buildings by using the minimum
amount of materials. Optimum design algorithms can provide a safe solution for this goal. It can
be used to minimize the weight of steel structures, which reduces the consumption of steel
materials and provide economic and reliable structure designs [2]. This minimization has been
considered with the steel design code and satisfied under the applied loads [31]. Over the last four
decades, several numbers of algorithms have been developed to solve engineering optimization
problems, such as metaheuristic algorithms [24]. Several algorithms have been developed recently
such as: genetic algorithms (GA) developed by Holland [22] and Goldberg [8], tabu search (TS)
by Glover, particle swarm optimization (PSO) by Kennedy and Eberhart, and ant colony
optimization (ACO) by Dorigo and Di Caro [4]. A new metaheuristic search algorithm has been
developed recently; called Harmony Search (HS) algorithm. HS algorithm was proposed by Geem
(2001) [9] to make use of the analogy between the performance process of natural music and
searching for solutions to optimization problems [9]. HS has been applied in several engineering
problems such as river flood model, optimal design of dam drainage pipes, design of water
distribution networks, and optimal design of planar and space trusses [9]. In this study, the results
show that HS is a powerful and effective tool, in comparison with other optimization methods,
yielding lighter designs
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1.2 Problem Statement
Since the world population is increasing, and the world resources are decreasing, structural
optimization has become a crucial and challenging part of structural design [29, 31]. Several
optimization methods have been developed over the last three decades. Recently, Geem et al. [28]
developed a new metaheuristic method called Harmony Search algorithm (HS). This method is
based on the musical process of searching for a perfect state of harmony [28]. HS has been applied
to several types of structures, such as steel moment frames [36], truss structure [26], dam drainage
pipes, and water distribution networks [9]. In this research, harmony search will be applied to
optimize steel moment frames.
1.3 Scope of Research
In this research, Harmony Search algorithm (HS) will be applied to optimize the steel moment
frames of the College of Engineering Building. The College of Engineering Building has 17 steel
moment frames that could be categorized as: one-bay three-story, two-bay three-story, one-bay
eight-story, two-bay eight-story, and four-bay eight-story. Harmony Search (HS) has been coded
using MATLAB Software [34]. All parameters have been defined as explained in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 4. The design method in this research is in accordance with Allowable Stress Design
(ASD) method [33] since the College of Engineering Building has been designed in 1960’s. After
optimizing the steel moment frames in the building, the new optimized steel moment frame will
be tested under both lateral and gravity loads associated with the College of Engineering Building
and it will be converted to RAM Element which will evaluate the new optimized sizes by using
Finite Element Method (FEM) [6].
1.4 Thesis Outline
The body of this thesis is organized into the following chapters:
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Chapter 2: Literature Review.
Chapter 3: Design Criteria.
Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Optimization.
Chapter 5: Conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the optimization methods will be presented and discussed in detail. There are
several optimization methods in this chapter such as: Genetic Algorithm, Ant Colony
Optimization, and Harmony Search Algorithm. After presenting each method, a comparison will
be presented and the difference between these methods will be discussed, including several
numerical examples.
2.2 Optimization of Steel Structure
Over the last four decades, structural optimization has taken a crucial part during the design phase
of a construction. Since the 1970s, several metaheuristic methods have been developed to solve
optimization problems. The common factor among these methods is that they combine rules and
randomness to imitate natural phenomena [26].
There are two types of optimization which are mathematical-based and non-mathematical-based.
The first type is not efficient in terms of optimizing large structural systems due to large amount
of gradient calculations [29]. This problem has forced the researches to use metaheuristic methods
(non-mathematical-based optimization) [29]. There are several types of metaheuristic methods.
One of these methods has been proposed by Holland and Goldberg (1975) which is Genetic
Algorithm. GA is a search algorithm based on the mechanism of population genetics and natural
selection of genetics. GA applies the principle of survival of the fittest into optimization of
structures [9]. The GA includes three main components: reproduction, crossover, and mutation.
Since the GA has been established, it has been used in many structural optimization problems such
as space trusses and frames and semi-rigid steel frames [11].
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Another method is particle swarm optimization (PSO), developed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995)
[4]. PSO is one of metaheuristic methods based on the simulation of social behavior of bird
flocking and fish schooling. It is a population-based optimization method; the population is called
a swarm and each individual is called a particle [14].
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is an application of ant behavior to the computational algorithms
and it can solve discrete optimum structures [9]. This method was developed by Dorigo et al.
(1992). An ant colony determines the shortest path to food source through a complex set of
pheromone trails. As an ant travels along this path, it lays additional pheromones, reinforcing the
pheromone level of the trail and increasing the probability that subsequent ants will follow this
path. ACO main characteristics: Memory, visibility, and discrete time to solve the traveling
salesman problem (TSP).
Recently, a new metaheuristic method called Harmony Search (HS) has been developed to solve
optimization problems, this method is based on the musical process of searching for the perfect
state of harmony [27]. Harmony Search has been developed by Geem (2001). HS has four main
steps in order to solve the optimization methods: initialize HS parameters, initialize the harmony
memory, generate a new harmony, and update the harmony memory. Although it is a new method,
it can be easily programmed and adopted by engineer’s optimization problems.
The importance of these metaheuristic methods is to help engineers to optimize the steel structure
by using lighter steel with the same efficiency of the heavier steel. Several researches have
provided studies to support this idea by applying these metaheuristic methods.
Saka [40], studied the design of steel frames using the harmony search method to define an
algorithm for optimization of steel frames. The performance constraints and behavioral factors
follow the British Standard for the design, fabrication, and erection of structural steelwork
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BS5950, used to apply the knowledge from harmony optimization to optimization of steel frames
through finding the best solution for the optimization problem. The problem of torsional buckling
is solved through the combination of strength constraints used in the column-beam associations.
The British code provides 32 column sections and 64 beam sections, both meeting universal
standards provided in the BS5950. The best design is chosen for optimization of the steel frames.
Degertekin et al. [13], studied how HS and GA can minimize the cost of steel frames with semirigid connections and column bases. HS depends on the relationship between the exhibition
procedures of normal music and scanning for arrangements of ideal plan issues. The geometric
non-linearity of the individual frames, the semi-rigid conduct of the column to-beam connections
and segment bases are considered in the plan calculation. The outcomes acquired by semiinflexible association and column base displaying are likewise contrasted with one created by rigid
connection modeling. The effectiveness of HS calculation, in examination with generic algorithms
(GAs), is verified with three benchmark models. The outcomes show that HS could get lighter
edges and cost-effective qualities compared to those created utilizing GAs.

2.3 Optimization Methods
2.3.1 Harmony Search
Harmony search has been developed by Geem et al. (2001) [26]. This new metaheuristic
optimization method is based on the performance of music instruments. There are different notes
and sequences in music instruments and the HS is inspired by these instruments. The musician is
always working on finding the best tone and harmony between the notes by using trying notes until
the musician reaches the best harmony [27]. For example, guitarist [Fa, Mi, La, Sol, Do]; double
bassist [Mi, Do, La, Si, Re]; pianist [Si, Re, Mi, La, Do]. Let guitarist randomly play Mi, double
bassist play Do, and pianist play Re. Therefore, the new harmony [Mi, Do, Re] becomes another
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musical pitch. The figure below can summarize the harmony search in music instruments.

Figure 2.1: Music improvisation. [27] 1

For steel moment frame process, we consider a list of three different design variables [9], the first
set is: W24 X 55, W30 X 108, W24 X 84, W18 X 55, W14 X 30; the second set is: W30 X 90,
W27 X 84, W21 X 62, W24 X 84, W24 X 68; and the third set is: W14 X 120, W14 X 68, W12 X
87, W12 X 53, W10 X 112. Harmony search will run multiple searches in order to get the best
harmony, from which we might get a result for the new steel design consisting of (W24 X 84, W30
X 90, W12 X 87). If the new design is better than the existing one, the worst design will be
excluded and replaced by the new design [9].
2.3.2 Genetic Algorithm
Holland [22] and Goldberg [8] developed the Genetic Algorithm. GAs are based on the principles
of natural genetic and natural selection from Darwin’s theory [24]. This method can be applied to
solve optimization problems, especially with discrete variables. It employs the mutation of the
initial values to come up with an optimum solution for the parameters by selecting the best results
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of the mutation. The worse outcomes are removed from the search; hence, the optimized results
provide the best solution with minor defects.
The process of Genetic algorithm is divided into four major steps [26]:
Step 1: Initialization
In this step, the population will be initialized to generate a high-quality population randomly.
Step 2: Evolution
Evolve the population to find the fitness of each solution. This step can be done in the following
process:
•

Selection: select two candidates or chromosome from the population with good fitness and

they will be considered as parents.
•

Reproduction: a crossover is applied on two chromosomes where they produce an

offspring. The best fitted offspring is selected, and the least fit will be destroyed.
•

Crossover: the crossover will recombine the parts of parents and will produce a new

offspring. This new offspring is not identical with the parents.
•

Mutation: a change will be made on the offspring to maintain the genetic diversity.

Step 3: Replacement
Replace the new generated offspring population from the parental population and run the
algorithm.
Step 4: Test
If the final condition is ok, then it will stop and return the best fit designated candidate or
chromosome found as far as a solution.
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2.3.3 Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimization is a metaheuristic optimization method developed by Kennedy and
Eberhart (1995) [4]. It is based on the social behavior of animals such as fish schooling, insect
swarming and birds flocking [38]. The behavior is based on the grouping of social forces that
depends on memory and knowledge gained by the swarm. The procedure involves a number of
particles which represents the swarm [38]. The steps of this algorithm are as follows [38]:
•

Initialize swarm of particles with positions and velocities randomly.

•

Evaluate the objective function values using design space positions.

•

Update the optimum particle swarm at the current iteration and global optimum particle

position.
•

Update the position of each particle.

•

Update the velocity vector of each particle.

2.3.4 Ant Colony Optimization
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is an application based on ant behavior applied to the
computational algorithms and it can solve discrete optimum structural [9]. This method was
developed by Dorigo et al (1992). An ant colony determines the shortest path to food source
through a complex set of pheromone trails. As an ant travels along this path, it lays additional
pheromone, reinforcing the pheromone level of the trail and increasing the probability that
subsequent ants will follow this path. The ACO developed by Dorigo has main characteristics:
Memory, visibility, and discrete time to solve the traveling salesman problem (TSP).
The procedure of this algorithm for steel frames is as follows [40]:
•

Calculate the initial trail values as t0 =1/wmin , where wmin is the weight of the frame.
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•

Assign a member group to each ant in the colony randomly and then select a steel section

from the database so that the ant can start the tour.
•

After the steel selection, the intensity of trail the on this path is lowered using the local

update rule.
•

The second ant selects a steel section from the database and a local update rule is applied.

•

Frame is analyzed for these designs and the violations of constraints corresponding to each

ant are calculated and substituted into the penalty function.
•

Carry out the global update of trails.

2.4 Comparison
2.4.1 The differences between HS and GA
The main differences between HS and GA are summarized as follows [11]:
•

HS can generate a new design considering every available design. However, GA can

generate a new design from a couple of chosen parents by exchanging artificial genes.
•

HS takes every design variable independently, while GA takes the design variables

dependently on the building theory.
•

HS does not code the parameters, while GA codes the parameters.

•

HS uses real values scheme, unlike GA that uses binary scheme values.
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Table 2.1: Comparison between Harmony Search and Genetic Algorithm [42].

Optimization
Techniques

Author (s)

Variations

Parameters

Genetic Algorithm

J.H.Holland

Traditional variant
Real coded GA
Binary coded GA
Improved GA
SAWTOOTH GA
Differential evaluation
LMS

Population size
Diversity
Mutation
Crossover
Selection probability
Generation gap
Stopping criteria

Harmony Search

Zong Woo Geem et al.

Basic HS
Variant of HS
Dynamic algorithm
parameters
Modeling dependencies
between decisions
variables
Hybridization with
sequential quadratic
programming

Objective function
Solution vector
Decision variable
Harmony memory size
Improvisation
Distance bandwidth bw
Probability of HMCR
Probability of PAR
Selection criteria
Terminating criteria

2.4.2 The Differences Between HS and ACO
The main differences between HS and ACO are summarized as follows [9]:
•

HS develops the new design considering the former design in its memory. It is similar to

ACO, but HS considers the design variables that were not stored in HM, unlike the ACO.
•

ACO uses local search for only some elite designs, while HS applies the local search

process to each other’s design.
•

HS updates the memory after each design generated, while the ACO is updated after as

many designs as the number of ants.
2.4.3 The Differences Between HS and PSO
The main differences between HS and PSO are summarized as follows [28]:
•

PSO is a population-based optimization method, unlike HS.
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•

PSO depends on the population size, if it has a large population, the results will not be

accurate. HS depends on Harmony Memory Consideration Rate (HMCR) and Pitch Adjustment
Ratio (PAR). These parameters control the speed of convergence and component of solution.
Because HS updates the HM, the size of HM does not affect the solution.
These differences make HS a better and effective tool for optimization problems than ACO, GA,
and PSO.

2.5 Optimum Design Using Harmony Search Algorithm
The optimization technique that is inspired by music phenomenon is called the harmony search
algorithm. Comparing with music instruments, with different notes and sequences, the HS is the
same. The HS should be designed by certain values based on computational intelligence or
randomness in the optimization.
HS algorithm consists of three operations, P(Random) (random selection), P(Memory) (memory
consideration), and P(Pitch) (pitch adjustment). It also has a memory storage called harmony
memory (HM). In this memory, there is a group of design vectors stored, the harmony memory
size (HMS). When a new generated vector is better, the worst vector stored in HM will be swapped
with the better vector.
The process of harmony search in this paper is divided into four major parts as follows [26]:
Initialization of Search / The Harmony Matrix:
•

Harmony search begins with the random generation of a specified number of trial solutions

equal to the harmony matrix size (HMS). A harmony matrix (HM) is created by randomly
generating HMS trial solution vectors. The trial solutions are evaluated using the above
equation and sorted in the harmony matrix in order of decreasing fitness. HMS is a subjective
algorithmic parameter, typically larger for structures with more member-groups.
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Trial Solution Generation:
•

Each step in the stochastic optimization begins with the generation of a trial solution by

one of two methods. First, trial solutions can be generated randomly from the available wideflange shape. Second, trial solution can be generated from randomly selected vectors stored in
the harmony matrix.
Evaluation and HM Updating:
•

The structural analysis is conducted, and the penalized cost is evaluated. If the trial solution

is less expensive than the least fit design in the HM, the trial solution takes its place as a
harmony vector and the designs/rows in the HM are again re-sorted from the most to the least
optimal.
Convergence:
•

Optimization conducted with stochastic methods has two convergence criteria.

Convergence is declared if a specified number of iterations have passed without improving on
the best-existing solution.
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Figure 2.2: basic flow chart diagram for HS Algorithm. [26]

The following three figures shows the sensitivity relation between Harmony Search parameters
values and weight.

Weight (lb)
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HMCR
Figure 2.3: Weight vs HMCR

Figure 2.3 shows the relation between weight and Harmony Memory Consideration Rate, by
increasing the value of HMCR, the value of weight will decrease. Higher values of HMCR will
cause optimum design. The HMCR in this research has been tested for values more than 0.8 such
as 0.85 and 0.9. The same results obtained from HMCR = 0.8 has been obtained by both 0.85 and
0.9. When choosing a value less than 0.8, Harmony Search did not obtain the optimum design.
The next figure is the relation between weight (lb) and Pitch Adjustment Ratio (PAR).
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Figure 2.4: Weight vs PAR

Figure 2.4 shows the relation between weight and PAR. By using a lower value of PAR, Harmony
Search could generate a solution with optimum design. In this research, lower values of PAR have
been tested to check how it will influence the optimum design. Using lower values of PAR such
as: 0.35, 0.3 and 0.25, HS did not generate a new solution when using lower values than 0.3.
The next figure shows the relation between weight (lb) and number of iterations.
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Figure 2.5: Weight vs No. Iterations

Figure 2.5 shows the relation between the weight and number of iterations. The higher values of
iterations will cause the optimum design. In the figure 2.5, the maximum iterations were 20,000,
but in Chapter 4, higher values of iterations will be used to reach the the optimum design.
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2.6 Literature Review - Numerical Examples
2.6.1 Optimum Design of Steel Frames via Harmony Search
Degertekin [8], proposed the HS as an effective tool for optimization problems. He used the HS to
optimize steel moment frames and compared the results with other metaheuristic search methods.
Harmony Search parameters in this research were as follows [10]:
PAR = 0.4, HMS = 50, and HMCR = 0.8.
2.6.1.1 Two-Bay, Three-Story
The author applied the HS into three different types of frames. Table 2.2 can show the results of
two-bay and three-story (Figure 2.6) after applying HS, GA, and ACO.

Figure 2.6: Two-Bay, Three-Story [10].
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Table 2.2 Two-bay, Three-story. [10]

Element Group

GA

ACO

HS

Beam

W24X62

W24X62

W21X62

Column

W10X60

W10X60

W10X54

Weight (lb)

18,792

18,792

18,292

HS yielded 2.7% lighter frame than the one obtained by both GA and ACO. HS obtained the lighter
frame after 1853 number of analyses, while GA obtained a heavier frame after 1800 and ACO
after 3000. Even though HS took a greater number of analysis than GA, but the result was a lighter
steel moment frame than the one obtained by GA.
2.6.1.2 One-Bay, Ten Story
This is the second benchmark example in this research [10]. The author used HS Algorithm to
optimize one-bay and ten-story steel frame (Figure 2.7). The author compared his results with two
other optimization methods. The HS yielded lighter beams and columns comparing with the results
of the GA and ACO.
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Figure 2.7: One-Bay, Ten-Story
[10].
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Table 2.3 One-bay, 10 Story. [10]

Group No.

GA

ACO

HS

1

W14X233

W14X233

W14X211

2

W14X176

W14X176

W14X176

3

W14X159

W14X145

W14X145

4

W14X99

W14X99

W14X90

5

W12X79

W12X65

W14X61

6

W33X118

W30X108

W33X118

7

W30X90

W30X90

W30X99

8

W27X84

W27X84

W24X76

9

W24X55

W21X440

W18X46

Weight (lb)

65,136

62,610

61,864

The results show that HS has yielded 5.0% lighter frame than the one obtained by both GA and
HS. HS has run 3690 number of analysis comparing with 3000 and 8300 for GA and ACO
respectively. HS again, produced a lighter frame than the one produced by GA and ACO.
2.6.1.3 Three-Bay, Twenty-Four-Story
This is the third benchmark example for steel frame (Figure 2.8) in this research [10]. Again, HS
yielded 2.54% lighter frame. After three examples with different steel frame designs, HS shows
great results comparing to other optimization methods, including GA and ACO. Degertekin [10],
concludes that HS can be a powerful optimization technique for steel frame design using discrete
and real design variables.
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Figure 2.8: Three-Bay, Twenty-Four Story [10].
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Table 2.4 Three-Bay, Twenty-Four Story [10].

Group No.

ACO

HS

1

W30X90

W30X90

2

W8X18

W10X22

3

W24X55

W18X40

4

W8X21

W12X16

5

W14X145

W14X176

6

W14X132

W14X176

7

W14X132

W14X132

8

W14X132

W14X109

9

W14X68

W14X82

10

W14X53

W14X74

11

W14X43

W14X34

12

W14X43

W14X22

13

W14X145

W14X145

14

W14X145

W14X132

15

W14X120

W14X109

16

W14X90

W14X82

17

W14X90

W14X61

18

W14X61

W14X48

19

W14X30

W14X30

20

W14X26

W14X22

Weight (lb)

220,465

214,860
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2.6.2 Comparison of Robustness of Metaheuristic Algorithms for Steel Frame
Optimization
Alberdi and Khandelwal [1], made a comparison between several metaheuristic approaches such
as ACO, GA, HA, PSO, and Simulated Annealing (SA). Several steel frames designs were
proposed in this research. The results show that HS has better results comparing with other
metaheuristic methods. In this article HS parameters were as follows [1]:
PAR in range of 0.3-0.7 and HMCR in range of 0.7-0.9.
2.6.2.1 Three-Bay and Three-Story
The first benchmark in this research was three-bay and three-story steel moment frame (Figure
2.9). The authors used several metaheuristic methods as mentioned above [1]. Table 2.5 shows the
results of the optimized steel frame using several metaheuristic methods.

Figure 2.9: Three-Bay, Three Story [1].
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Table 2.5 Three-Bay, Three-Story [1].

Algorithm

Avg. Weight (kN)

ACO

107.77

GA

107.79

DDHS

107.32

HS

107.73

AHS

108.37

PSO

108.70

SA

108.10

ISA

108.52

TS

107.5

From the results, we can conclude the following:
•

HS has yielded 1-3% lighter steel moment frame than ACO, GA, PSO, SA, and ISA.

•

The application of HS such as Design-Driven Harmony Search (DDHS) has a better result

than HS.
•

HS has a better result than Adaptive Harmony Search (AHS). AHS is one of HS

applications.
The results above show that HS is a powerful tool to solve optimization problems, and it can
outperform most metaheuristic methods.
2.6.2.2 Five-Bay and Fourteen-Story
Similar to the benchmark above, a steel frame design has been proposed with five-bay and
fourteen-story (Figure 2.10). Table 2.6 shows the results.
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Figure 2.10: Five-Bay, Fourteen-Story [1].
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Table 2.6 Five Bay, Fourteen Story [1].

Algorithm

Avg. Weight (kN)

ACO

1030.10

GA

1040.40

DDHS

779.33

HS

912.34

AHS

871.20

PSO

1244.40

SA

1555.90

ISA

1447.00

TS

797.20

The results in Table 2.6 are similar to the results in Table 2.5. HS outperformed most of the
metaheuristic methods and yielded 2-5.5% lighter steel frame.
Alberdi and Khandelwal [1], concluded that HS can perform better than other metaheuristic
methods, except for DDHS, which showed great results comparing with other optimization
methods.

2.6.3 Optimum design of steel sway frames to BS5950 using Harmony Search
Algorithm
Saka [40] used HS to define an algorithm for optimization of steel frames. The performance
constraints and behavioral factors according to the British Code BS5950, are used to apply the
knowledge from harmony optimization to optimization of steel frames through finding the best
solution for the optimization problem. The problem of torsional buckling is solved through the
combination of strength constraints used in the column-beam associations. The British code
provides 32 column sections and 64 beam sections both meeting universal standards provided in
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the BS5950. The best design was chosen for optimization of the steel frames. Saka provided two
design examples in his research, six-story and two-bay steel frame, and fifteen-story and three-bay
steel frame. HS parameters were set as follows in this article [37]: HMS = 10, PAR = 0.45 and
HMCR = 0.9.
2.6.3.1 Six-Story, Two-Bay
In this section, the author made a comparison between GA and HS. The benchmark of this section
is two-bay, six-story (Figure 2.11). The design was according to the British code BS5950 [40].
The author optimized both columns and beams in the steel frame. Table 2.7 shows the results
obtained by the author.

Figure 2.11: Two-Bay, Six-Story [40].
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Table 2.7 Two-Bay, Six-Story [40].

Group No.

Member Type

Harmony Search

Genetic Algorithm

Algorithm
1

Column

203X203X60 UC

203X203X71 UC

2

Column

152X152X30 UC

203X203X46 UC

3

Column

356X386X129 UC

356X368X129 UC

4

Column

152X152X30 UC

203X203X46 UC

5

Beam

457X191X67 UB

457X152X52 UB

6

Beam

305X102X33 UB

356X171X45 UB

8112

8121

Minimum Weight
(kg)

Table 2.7 shows that HS yielded 1.3% lighter steel frame than the one obtained by GA.
2.6.3.2 Fifteen-Story, Three-Bay
This is the third benchmark in this research [40]. The steel frame with 12.4 kN/m loads on the
beams of the roof level and 27 kN/m of each floor level [40]. The three-bay and fifteen-story been
(Figure 2.12) having been optimized using both HS and GA [40].
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Figure 2.12: Three-Bay, Fifteen-Story [40].
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Table 2.8 Three-Bay, Fifteen-Story [40].

Group No.

Member Type

Harmony Search

Genetic Algorithm

Algorithm
1

Beam

406X140X39 UB

305X102X25 UB

2

Beam

457X191X67 UB

457X152X82 UB

3

Column

203X203X46 UC

254X254X73 UC

4

Column

2030X203X60 UC

254X254X73 UC

5

Column

254X254X73 UC

254X254X107 UC

6

Column

305X305X97 UC

356X368X129 UC

7

Column

356X368X192 UC

356X368X129 UC

8

Column

203X203X52 UC

203X203X46 UC

9

Column

356X368X192 UC

254X254X73 UC

10

Column

356X368X129 UC

254X254X73 UC

11

Column

356X368X153 UC

356X368X153 UC

12

Column

356X368X153 UC

356X368X202 UC

35,723

41,676

Minimum Weight
(kg)

HS has yielded a 14% lighter frame than the one produced by GA. These results in both Table
2.7 and Table 2.8 show how efficient HS is and how it can produce a lighter steel frame
compared to other metaheuristic methods.

2.6.4 Harmony search algorithm for optimum design of steel frame structures: A
comparative study with other optimization methods
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Degertekin [11] compared between HS and optimality criteria (OC), simulated annealing (SA),
and genetic algorithm (GA). The author also concluded that harmony search provides more
flexible and powerful approach than GA, OC, and SA. The steel frame design examples presented
in this research are:
•

One-bay, eight-story.

•

Two-bay, three-story.

HS parameters in this research were as follows [11]: PAR = 0.4, HMCR = 0.8 and HMS = 50.
2.6.4.1 One-Bay, Eight-Story
Table 2.9 shows the results for this steel frame design (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13: One-Bay, Eight Story [11].
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Table 2.9 One-Bay, Eight-Story [11].

Group No.

OC

GA

HS

1

W14X34

W18X46

W18X40

2

W10X39

W16X31

W16X31

3

W10X33

W16X26

W16X26

4

W8X18

W12X16

W12X19

5

W21X68

W18X35

W18X35

6

W24X55

W18X35

W18X35

7

W21X50

W18X35

W16X31

8

W12X40

W16X26

W16X26

Weight (kN)

41.01

32.83

31.93

2.6.4.2 Two-Bay, Three-Story
Table 2.10 shows the results for this steel frame design (Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14: Two-Bay, Three-Story [11].
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Table 2.10 Two-Bay, Three-Story [11].

Element Group

GA

HS

Beam

W21X62

W24X62

Column

W10X100

W10X88

Weight (lb)

22,392

21,266

The following can be concluded from the results above:
•

HS produced 2.7-5% lighter frame than GA.

•

HS produced 22.1% lighter frame than OS.

•

HS produced 3.8% lighter frame than SA.

•

The results show that HS is a flexible and powerful approach.

•

HS required equal or a smaller number of analysis than GA.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN CRITERIA
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the design criteria will be presented. The College of Engineering Building was
designed in the mid 1960’s and it was officially established in 1970. The designers followed the
Allowable Stress Design method (ASD), and the steel sizes for both beams and columns where
obtained from Steel Construction Manual (AISC). Also, the gravity loads, lateral loads, and load
combinations were obtained from the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE 7).
3.2 Allowable Stress Design
Allowable Stress Design (ASD) has been used for decades for steel building and bridges. The
concept of ASD entails that the maximum stress in a structural member is always smaller than a
certain allowable stress, determined according to its nominal strength over the safety factor. The
design equation of ASD method can be expressed as [33]:
! 𝝈 ≤ 𝝈𝒂𝒍𝒍 =
𝒊

𝝈𝒏
𝑭𝒔

(Equation 3.1)

Where: σi is a working stress due to the design load, σall is the allowable stress of the constructional
material, σn is the nominal stress of the material, and FS denotes the safety factor specified in the
design specification.
The allowable stresses are usually expressed as a function of the yield stress (Fy) or tensile stress
(Fu) of the material.
3.3 Axial Tension Design
The allowable stress Ft shall not exceed 0.60 Fy on the gross area, nor 0.50 Fu on the effective net
area [33].
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The gross area of a member at any point shall be determined by summing the products of the
thickness and the gross width of each element as measured to the axis of the member [31].
The effective net area could be expressed as follows [33]:
𝐴& = 𝑈𝐴'

(Equation 3.2)

Where:
An = net area of the member, in2.
U = reduction coefficient for bolted and riveted connections.
3.4 Axial Compression Design
This section applies for members with compact and non-compact section subjected to axial
compression through the centroid axis [33].
When Kl/r, is less than Cc, the allowable stress for axial compression design is:
𝐾𝑙 )
-𝑟1
*1 −
4𝐹
2𝐶*) +
𝐹( =

𝐾𝑙
𝐾𝑙
5 3( 𝑟 ) - 𝑟 1
3 + 8𝐶* − 8𝐶*,

,

(Equation 3.3)

Where:
𝐶* = ;

2𝜋 ) 𝐸
𝐹+

(Equation 3.4)

On the gross section of axially loaded compression members, when Kl/r exceeds Cc, the allowable
stress is:
𝐹( =

12 𝜋 ) 𝐸
𝐾𝑙 )
23 - 𝑟 1

(Equation 3.5)
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3.5 Flexural Design
This section applies to members subject to simple bending about one principle axis.
3.5.1 Bending About Strong Axis
For members with compact section, the allowable stress about the strong axis could be determined
as follows [33]:
𝐹- = 0.66 𝐹+

(Equation 3.6)

If the unbraced length is greater than Lc, the allowable stress could be expressed as follows [31]:
𝐹- = 0.6 𝐹+

(Equation 3.7)

Where:
Lc: clear distance between the edge of a hole and edge of the next hole or edge of the connected
steel plate in the direction of the load.
When the slenderness ratios are sufficiently small, the beam can attain its full plastic moment and
the cross section is classified as compact. When the slenderness ratios are larger, the compression
flange or the web may buckle locally before a full plastic moment is attained and the cross section
is classified as noncompact. When the slenderness ratios are sufficiently large, local buckling will
occur before the yield stress of the material is reached and the cross section is classified as slender
[33].
For such members with an axis of symmetry in, and loaded in the plane of their web the allowable
bending stress in compression determined as the largest of the following equations [33]:
When:
102 ∗ 10, 𝐶1
510 ∗ 10, 𝐶≤
≤ ;
;
𝐹+
𝑟.
𝐹+

(Equation 3.8)
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𝑙 ) ⎤
⎡2
𝐹+ - 1
𝑟.
⎥ 𝐹+ ≤ 0.60 𝐹+
𝐹- = ⎢ −
⎢3 1530 ∗ 10, 𝐶- ⎥
⎣
⎦

(Equation 3.9)

𝑙
510 ∗ 10, 𝐶≥;
𝑟.
𝐹+

(Equation 3.10)

When:

𝐹- =

170 𝑋 10, 𝐶𝑙 )
-𝑟 1
.

≤ 0.6 𝐹+

(Equation 3.11)

Where:
l = distance between cross sections braced against twist or lateral displacement of the compression
flange, in.
rT = radius of gyration of a section comprising the compression flange plus 1/3 of the compression
web area, taken about an axis in the plane web, in.
Cb = 1.75 + 1.05 (M1/M2) + 0.3 (M1/M2)2, where M1 is the smaller and M2 is the largest bending
moment at the ends of the unbraced length taken about the strong axis of the member.
3.5.2 Bending About Weak Axis
For members with compact sections, the allowable stress about the weak axis could be determined
as follows [33]:
𝐹- = 0.75 𝐹+
3.6 Shear Design
The allowable shear stress could be determined as follows [33]:
•

/

,12

!

34"

For 0 ≤

:

(Equation 3.12)
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𝐹6 = 0.4 𝐹+
•

/

,12

!

34"

For 0 >

4

"
(𝐶6 ) ≤ 0.40 𝐹+
𝐹6 = ).18

(Equation 3.13)

(Equation 3.14)

Cv could be expressed as follows [33]:
•

When Cv is less than 0.8:
𝐶6 =

•

45,000𝑘6
ℎ )
𝐹+ -𝑡 1
9

(Equation 3.15)

When Cv is more than 0.8:
𝐶6 =

190 𝑘6
;
ℎ
𝐹+
𝑡9

(Equation 3.16)

kv could be determined as follows [33]:
•

•

When a/h is less than 1.0:
𝑘6 = 4.00 +

5.34
𝑎 )
-ℎ 1

(Equation 3.17)

𝑘6 = 5.34 +

4.00
𝑎 )
-ℎ 1

(Equation 3.18)

When a/h is more than 1.0:

Where:
tw = thickness of web, in.
a = clear distance between transverse stiffness, in.
h = clear distance between flanges at the section under investigation, in.
3.7 Combined Stresses
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In this section, the strength of members subjected to combined stresses will be determined
according to the following specifications.
3.7.1 Axial Compression and Bending
Members subjected to both axial compression and bending stresses will be proportioned to satisfy
the following requirements [33]:
𝑓(
+
𝐹(

𝐶:+ 𝑓-+
𝐶:; 𝑓-;
+
≤ 1.0
𝑓
𝑓
T1 − 𝐹(< U 𝐹-; T1 − 𝐹(< U 𝐹-+
&;
&+
𝑓(
𝑓-; 𝑓-+
+
+
≤ 1.0
0.60𝐹+ 𝐹-; 𝐹-+

(Equation 3.19)

(Equation 3.20)

When fa < 0.15, the equation below could be used instead of the two equations mentioned above
[33]:
𝑓( 𝑓-; 𝑓-+
+
+
≤ 1.0
𝐹( 𝐹-; 𝐹-+

(Equation 3.21)

Where:
Fa = axial compressive stress that would be permitted if axial force alone existed, ksi.
Fb = compressive bending stress that would be permitted if bending moment alone existed, ksi.
fa = computed axial stress, ksi
fb = computed compressive bending stress at the point under consideration, ksi.
Cm = Coefficient whose value shall be taken as follows:
•

For compression members in frames subject to joint translation (sidesway) = 0.85

•

For rotationally restrained compression members in frames braced against joint translation

and not subject to transverse loading between their supports in the plane bending:
𝐶: = 0.6 − 0.4 T

𝑀=
U
𝑀)

(Equation 3.22)
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F’e = Euler stress divided by a factor of safety, ksi, which could be expressed as follows [33]:
𝐹&<

12 𝜋 ) 𝐸

=

23 -

𝐾𝑙- )
𝑟- 1

(Equation 3.23)

Where:
lb = the actual unbraced length in the plane of bending.
rb = the corresponding radius of gyration.
K = the effective length factor in the plane bending.
3.7.2 Axial tension and Bending
Members subject to both axial tension and bending stress will be proportioned at all points along
their length to satisfy the following equation [33]:
𝑓( 𝑓-; 𝑓-+
+
+
≤ 1.0
𝐹𝑡 𝐹-; 𝐹-+

(Equation 3.24)

Where:
fb = computed tensile stress, ksi.
fa = the computed axial tensile stress, ksi.
Fb = the allowable bending stress, ksi.
Ft = the governing allowable tensile stress, ksi.

3.8 Deflections and Displacement
The deflection for steel beams should not exceed L/360 for live loads, where L is the span length
[33].
The deflection for steel beams should not exceed L/240 for live loads + dead loads, where L is the
span length [35].
The displacement and story drift should not exceed h/400, where h is the story height [35].
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the analysis of the College of Engineering Building at Temple University Main
Campus will be presented. The Harmony Search (HS) Algorithm has been applied to optimize
steel moment frames. The College of Engineering Building has 17 steel moment frames with
different types such as: one-bay three-story, two-bay three-story, one-bay eight-story, two-bay
eight-story, and four-bay, eight-story. The process of optimization started with analyzing the
structural and architectural drawings. Then, converting these drawings to RAM Structural Systems
software [5]. After converting the drawings and checking both gravity and lateral loads, the model
in RAM SS was converted to RAM element which checks for deflections, stresses and
displacements. RAM Element is based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) which can evaluate
the structural system based on the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) [6]. Finally, the Harmony Search
Algorithm (HS) will be used on MATLAB software to generate the new steel design for steel
moments frame [34].
4.2 Frame Connections
There are three types of frame connections in accordance with the Allowable Stress Design (ASD)
[33]:
•

Type 1: commonly designated as rigid-frame (continuous frame), assumes that beam-to-

column connections have sufficient rigidity to hold virtually unchanged the original angles
between intersecting members.
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•

Type 2: commonly designated as simple framing (unrestrained, free ended), assumes that

ends of beams and girders are connected for shear only and are free to rotate under gravity
loads.
•

Type 3: commonly designated as semi-rigid framing (partially restrained) assumes that

connections of beams and girders possess a dependable and known moment capacity
intermediate in degree between the rigidity of Type 1 (rigid-frame) and the flexibility of Type
2 (simple-framing).
4.3 Building Information
The College of Engineering Building, a 9-story building, was designed in the 1960’s in the
accordance with the allowable stress design (ASD) method. The steel moment frames start from
the second floor to the eighth floor. The total height of the building is 158.8 feet. The total area is
approximately 27,400 ft2. It is located at Temple University on the Main Campus in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. All the data was obtained from the general notes of structural and architectural
drawings.
4.4 Materials
4.4.1 Structural Steel Defined
The structural steel used in the College of Engineering Building could be defined as follows:
Columns:
•

For all columns up-to the 4th floor, the structural steel used is A572 Grade 50, a high

strength low-alloy structural steel with 50 ksi yield stress and 65 ksi tensile stress [33].
•

For all columns from the 5th floor to the roof, the structural steel used is A-36, alloy steel

for high-pressure and high-temperature, with 36 ksi yield stress and 58 ksi tensile stress [33].
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•

All columns were designed to be a wide flange (W-Shapes), except for the stair’s columns,

it has been designed to be rectangular tube sections.
Beams:
•

All beams were designed to be in accordance with A588, high-strength, low-alloy

structural steel with 50 ksi minimum yield stress.
•

All beams were designed to be a wide flange beam (W-shapes).

Slab:
A 3.4” thick light-weight concrete with 3 ksi compressive strength, and 2 inches composite metal
deck. The total thickness of the slab is 5.4 inches.
4.5 Design Loads
The College of Engineering Building were designed to sustain the following loads:
Dead loads:
Dead loads comprise the weight of all permanent construction, including walls, floors, roofs,
stairways, and fixed service equipment, plus the net effect of prestressing [35]. In estimating dead
loads for purposes of design, the actual weights of materials and constructions shall be used [35].
Dead load consists of the weight of the members itself, the weight of all materials of construction
incorporated into the building to be permanently supported by the member including built-in
partitions, and the weight of permanent equipment [35].
Live loads:
•

Typical Floors: 80 psf (60+20 for partitions).

•

2nd Floor: 125 psf for library and laboratories.

•

4th Floor Mechanical Room: 200 psf.

•

Elevator Mechanical Room: 150 psf.
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•

Stairs and Corridors: 100 psf.

•

Roof: 30 psf.

Snow load: 22 psf.
Wind load: the College of Engineering Building was designed to sustain a wind load of 62 MPH,
wind speed with importance factor of 1.00 [35].
4.6 Load Combinations
The load combinations occur when different types of loads act together or simultaneously on the
structure [35].
4.6.1 Basic Combinations
The following equation must be considered to act in the following combinations:
• D
• D+L+S
• D+W
• D+L+S+W
Where:
D is deal load, L is live load, S is snow load, and W is wind load.
4.6.2 Load Combinations Factor
The total of the combined load effects may be multiplied with the following load factors [35]:
•

0.75 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S + 0.75 W

•

0.75 D + 0.75 W1

•

0.75 D + 0.75 W2

•

0.75 D - 0.75 W1

•

0.75 D - 0.75 D2
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•

0.75 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 W1

•

0.75 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 W2

•

0.75 D + 0.75 L - 0.75 W1

•

0.75 D + 0.75 L - 0.75 W2

4.7 RAM Software
To start the process of optimization, the College of Engineering Building should be analyzed using
structural and commercial Software such as RAM Structural Systems (RAM SS) and RAM
Element to check for both gravity and lateral analysis [5].
4.7.1 RAM Structural Systems
RAM SS was used in this research to model the College of Engineering Building and convert it
from structural drawings to this software. The process can be summarized as follows [5]:
•

Adding both columns and beams from the College of Engineering Building structural
drawings [Appendix A].

•

Assigning the sizes of columns and beams.

•

Assigning each story dead and live loads.

After modeling the College of Engineering Building, we can check for columns and beams design
criteria by using RAM Steel Beam and RAM Steel Column [5].
4.7.1.1 Gravity Analysis
RAM SS software [5] can provide detailed gravity analysis. Gravity analysis can determine how
vertical loads act on the structural members. The gravity analysis can find the line loads, shear
forces, moments, dead and live loads reactions, and deflections. The design criteria mentioned in
Chapter 3 could be determined by using the gravity analysis.
Figure 4.1 shows the gravity beams and columns from RAM SS.
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Figure 4.1: Second Floor, Gravity Beams and Columns.

Figure 4.1 shows the columns and beams for the second floor of College of Engineering Building
and this structural steel in this phase is only dealing with gravity loads.
Once the model has satisfied all the design criteria based on Allowable Stress Design (ASD)
method, the next step is to assign the steel moment frame by adding both lateral beams and
columns, and run the lateral analysis for steel moment frames.
4.7.1.2 Lateral Analysis
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Lateral loads are environmental loads that are applied parallel to the ground and they act as
horizontal forces on the structural buildings. The most common types of lateral loads are wind
and seismic loads. In this research, the College of Engineering Building was designed to
accommodate both gravity and lateral loads. The College of Engineering Building was designed
to accommodate only wind loads. In order to perform the lateral analysis in RAM SS, the steel
moment frame must be transferred to lateral members. Figure 4.2 shows the lateral members.

Figure 4.2: Second Floor Lateral members.

In Figure 4.2, the red members are the lateral members, or steel moment frames.
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In the lateral analysis, the RAM SS analyzed the lateral forces acting on the structural systems, by
following the specifications of ASD. The lateral analysis checks for shear forces, deflections, nodal
displacement, and the combined stresses based on the specifications of ASD. Figure 4.3 shows the
steel moment frames in the College of Engineering Building.

Figure 4.3: 3-D Steel Moment Frame Model in the College of Engineering Building.

4.7.2 RAM Element
After checking both gravity and lateral loads for the steel moment frames, the next step is to import
the lateral members to RAM Element software [6]. The RAM Element is based on the Finite
Element Method (FEM). It runs the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to check the design constrains
based on the specifications of ASD. RAM Element is a powerful structural software that can check
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each member for stresses, combined stresses, deflections, and nodal displacement. Figure 4.4
shows the model in RAM Element.

Figure 4.4: 3-D FEA Model of College of Engineering Building in RAM Element.

4.8 Optimal Design Using Harmony Search
After all the design criteria mentioned in Chapter 3 and converting the structural drawings to RAM
SS and RAM Element, the next step is to use the HS to optimize the steel moment frames in the
College of Engineering Building. HS has been coded into MATLAB software to generate the new
members’ sizes for the steel moment frames. The MATLAB code [34] has two Microsoft Excel
sheets: the first sheet has the steel sizes based on the AISC manual and the second sheet has the
steel moment frame members. In the following sections, the steel moment frames will be presented
with the parameters of HS.
4.8.1 One-Bay, Three-Story
This is the first benchmark in this research. The steel moment frame is one-bay and three-story
shown in Figure 4.5. The steel moment frame was designed based on ASD [33], and optimized
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based on the same method. The beam and column members were selected from a list of 267 W
sections. The Young modulus of E=29,000 ksi, Fy = 50 ksi for beams and columns.

Figure 4.5: One-Bay, Three-Story.

The Harmony search parameters could be specified as follows:
•

HMS = 50. In this example, the HMS value is very sensitive. If HMS was selected greater
than 100, HS did not yield a lighter frame; when it was selected less than 50, HS did not
work properly.
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•

PAR = 0.4. Using higher PAR caused non-optimal design.

•

HMCR = 0.8. Using lower values of HMCR caused non-optimal design.

•

Neighboring Index value was + 3.

•

Iterations= 50000. Higher number of iterations caused optimal design.

The load combination was used in this example is:
•

0.75 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 W1

Table 4.1 shows the results of the optimized solution.

Table 4.1: One-Bay, Three-Story.

Type of Members

Existing Members

HS Results

Beam

W16X36

W14X22

Beam

W16X36

W14X22

Beam

W16X36

W14X22

Column

W12X79

W14X61

Column

W12X65

W14X61

Column

W12X65

W14X53

Column

W12X72

W14X61

Column

W12X65

W14X61

Column

W12X65

W14X53

Weight (lb)

8750

7103

HS yielded 15% lighter steel moment frame than the original size used in the College of
Engineering Building. The results came up after 50000 iterations and the lightest frame was
selected from 30 different optimum frames.
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4.8.2 One-Bay, Eight-Story
The second benchmark of this research is one-bay and eight-story. Figure 4.6 shows the steel
moment frame.

Figure 4.6: One-Bay, Eight Story.

This benchmark was designed based on ASD [31], and was optimized based on the same method.
The beam and column members were selected from a list of 267W sections. The Young modulus
of E=29,000 ksi, Fy = 50 ksi for beams. For columns up to the third story. Fy = 50 ksi, and the
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columns from 4th to 8th story, Fy = 36 ksi. The same parameters in the previous section were used
for this benchmark. Table 4.2 shows the results obtained for HS.
Table 4.2: One-Bay, Eight-Story.

Group Member

Existing Members

HS results

1

W18X97

W18X78

2

W14X311

W12X233

3

W14X257

W14X233

4

W14X283

W14X211

5

W14X233

W14X176

6

W14X211

W14X132

7

W12X210

W14X132

8

W14X193

W14X176

9

W14X190

W12X120

10

W12X152

W12X96

Weight (lb)

85680

68130

HS yielded 20.5% lighter steel moment frame compared to the original size designed for the
College of Engineering Building.
4.8.3 Two-Bay, Three-Story
This is the third benchmark of this research (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Two-Bay, Three-Story.

The two-bay, three-story steel moment frame has been designed in accordance with ASD
specifications. The beam and column members were selected from a list of 267W sections. The
Young modulus of E=29,000 ksi, Fy = 50 ksi for beams and columns. The same HS parameters for
the first example in this research were used. Table 4.3 shows the results obtained by HS for beams.
Table 4.4 shows the results obtained by HS for columns.
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Table 4.3: Two-Bay, Three-Story, Beams
Only.

Group Number

Existing Members

HS Results

1

W16X77

W21X55

2

W16X31

W21X44

3

W16X77

W21X44

4

W16X36

W21X44

Weight (lb)

6600

5560

Table 4.4: Two-Bay, Three-Story, Columns Only

Member Type

Existing Members

HS Results

Column

W10X100

W14X68

Column

W10X49

W14X61

Column

W10X60

W14X61

Column

W10X112

W14X61

Column

W10X60

W14X61

Column

W10X55

W14X61

Column

HSS 14X14X1/2

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

HSS 14X14X1/2

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

HSS 14X14X1/2

HSS 9X9X1/2

Weight (lb)

12067

8801

HS yielded 15.75% lighter steel beams and 27.1% lighter steel columns.
4.8.4 Two-Bay, Eight-Story
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Figure 4.8 shows the steel frame.

Figure 4.8: Two-Bay, Eight-Story.

The two-bay, eight-story steel moment frame was designed in accordance with ASD
specifications. The beam and column members were selected from a list of 267W sections. The
Young modulus of E=29,000 ksi, Fy = 50 ksi for beams. For columns up to the 3rd story, Fy =
50 ksi, and for columns from 5th to 8th story Fy = 36 ksi. The same HS parameters for the first
example in this research were used. Table 4.5 shows the results obtained by HS for beams.
Table 4.6 shows the results obtained by HS for columns.
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Table 4.5: Two-Bay, Eight-Story, Beams Only.

Group Number

Existing Members

HS Results

1

W18X76

W21X48

2

W18X71

W21X48

3

W18X60

W21X44

4

W18X55

W21X44

5

W16X36

W18X35

Weight (lb)

14750

12460

Table 4.6: Two-Bay, Eight-Story, Columns Only.

Type of Member

Existing Members

HS Results

Column

W14X132

W12X96

Column

W12X96

W12X53

Column

W10X77

W10X33

Column

W10X33

W10X26

Column

W12X136

W12X79

Column

W12X120

W12X72

Column

W12X65

W12X40

Column

W12X45

W12X26

Weight (lb)

35500

21500

HS yielded 15.5% lighter steel beams and 39.5% lighter steel columns.
4.8.5 Four-Bay, Eight-Story
Figure 4.9 shows the four-bay and eight-story steel moment frame.
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Figure 4.9: Four-Bay, Eight-Story

The four-bay, eight-story steel moment frame was designed in accordance with ASD
specifications. The beam and column members were selected from a list of 267W sections. The
Young modulus of E=29,000 ksi, Fy = 50 ksi for beams. For columns up to the 3rd story, Fy = 50
ksi, and for columns from the 5th to the 8th story Fy = 36 ksi. The same HS parameters for the first
example in this research were used. Table 4.7 shows the results obtained by HS for beams. Table
4.8 shows the weight obtained by HS for columns.
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Table 4.7: Four-Bay, Eight-Story, Beams Only.

Group Number

Existing Members

HS Results

1

W8X15

W8X13

2

W8X13

W8X10

3

W8X15

W8X10

4

W12X35

W14X30

5

W12X35

W12X26

Weight (lb)

17080

13500

Table 4.8: Four-Bay, Eight-Story, Columns Weight.

Member Type

Weight

HS Weight

Columns (lb)

67440

49776

HS yielded 21% lighter steel beams and 26.2% lighter steel columns.
4.8.6 Total Weight After Optimization
Table 4.9 shows the weight of the 17-steel-moment-frames.
Table 4.9: Total Weight Before and After Optimization.

Member Type

Weight Before Optimization (lb) HS Results (lb)

Beams

704000

588000

Columns

460000

323000

Total

1164000

911000
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4.9 Data Discussion and Check
The steel moment frames of the College of Engineering Building were optimized using HS as
shown in the examples above. The weight was reduced by 22% from the existing weight size. HS
has shown great results in solving optimization problems.
After optimizing all frames, the new steel member sizes obtained by HS were selected using RAM
Element software. In RAM Element, the new steel member sizes were checked by the FEA.
4.9.1 One-Bay, Three-Story Design Check

Figure 4.10: One-Bay, Three-Story

This moment frame was optimized in section 4.8.1 and the new results are show in Figure 4.10.
RAM Element has checked all the criteria mentioned in Chapter 3. For example, span length for
the member W14X22 (at third story) is 20 ft (240), and the deflection should not exceed 1 inch by
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using the deflection equation for both dead and live loads L/240, where L is the span length. The
new deflection for this member is 0.37 inches (obtained from RAM SS Gravity Analysis). The
stresses ration should not exceed 1 according to Equations (3.19-24). The new stresses ratio
(obtained from RAM Element) is 0.44 which did not exceed 1, that means the new optimized
member has satisfied both deflection and stresses ratio criteria. To check the lateral displacement
by using H/400 equation, the lateral should not exceed 1.5 inches, since the height of the threestory is 50 ft (600 inches). The new lateral displacement for the optimized data is 1.15 inches,
which means it did not exceed the limit of lateral displacement. All the members in this steel
moment frame were checked in accordance with the criteria set in Chapter 3.
The new sizes obtained by HS could replace the existing beams and columns in the College of
Engineering Building and reduce the weight of the building by 22%. Harmony Search Algorithm
(HS) has proven to be a powerful tool to solve optimization problems. According to the results
obtained from HS, the College of Engineering Building can resist wind loads that is over 62 MPH.
4.10 Shape Optimization
To extend the value of this research, one of the steel moments frames was optimized for both size
and shape using HS. It is important to check how effective HS is in terms of optimizing both shape
and size. The steel moment frame has been optimized and checked in accordance with the criteria
set in Chapter 3. Figure 4.11 shows the members section before optimization.
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Figure 4.11: Two-Bay, Three-Story

Table 4.10: Shape and Size Optimization for Two-Bay, Three-Story.

Member Type

Existing Member

HS Results

Beam

W16X77

HSS 10X8X5/8

Beam

W16X31

HSS 8X6X5/8

Beam

W16X77

HSS 8X6X5/8

Beam

W16X77

HSS9X7X5/8

Beam

W16X36

HSS9X5X5/8

Beam

W16X36

HSS8X6X5/8
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Column

W10X100

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

W10X149

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

W10X60

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

W10X112

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

W10X60

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

W10X54

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

HSS 14X14X1/2

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

HSS 14X14X1/2

HSS 9X9X1/2

Column

HSS14X14X1/2

HSS 9X9X1/2

Weight

18667

14550

HS yielded 22.05% lighter steel moment frame in terms of size and shape (Table 4.10).
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Figure 4.12 shows one-bay, three-story steel moment frame that will be optimized for both shape
and size.

Figure 4.12: One-Bay, Three-Story

Figure 4.12 shows the existing member section of one-bay and three-story steel moment frame
before optimization. Table 4.11 shows the results obtained by harmony search to optimize both
shape and size.
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Table 4.11: Shape and Size Optimization for One-Bay, Three-Story.

Type of Members

Existing Members

HS Results

Beam

W16X36

HSS 7X5X1/2

Beam

W16X36

HSS 6X4X1/2

Beam

W16X36

HSS 5X4X1/2

Column

W12X79

HSS 9X7X8/5

Column

W12X65

HSS 9X7X5/8

Column

W12X65

HSS 9X7X8/5

Column

W12X72

HSS 9X7X5/8

Column

W12X65

HSS 9X7X5/8

Column

W12X65

HSS 9X7X5/8

Weight (lb)

8750

7700

In terms of optimizing both shape and sizes, HS has yielded a 12% lighter steel moment frame
than the existing steel moment frame.

4.11 Design Guideline
4.11.1 New Design
For new steel members obtained from HS, it should be converted to RAM SS to check it for both
lateral and gravity loads. RAM SS could provide a comprehensive analysis for both gravity and
lateral loads. Once it passes the criteria in RAM SS, the new steel member should be converted
into RAM Element to analyze it by the Finite Element Method (FEM). In RAM Element, the new
steel size will be checked for stresses, deflections, combined stresses, and nodal displacement.
This procedure should be applied for designing new structural systems.
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4.11.2 Renovations
If an existing building needs renovation, HS could be used to optimize the new renovated building.
The existing code during renovations can be applied in HS MATLAB code, and the new loads
associated with the renovations can be applied. Once the data is obtained from HS, the new steel
sizes can be converted into RAM SS to check both gravity and lateral loads. Also, it can be
converted to RAM Element to check stresses, combined stresses, deflections, and nodal
displacements.
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CHAPTER 5
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
5.1 Future Work
In this research, Harmony Search (HS) Algorithm was used to solve optimization problems and
can be used to optimize existing structural systems. However, in the future, Harmony Search
Algorithm could be defined during the design phase of any new structural system to help the
designer use less resources and decrease the cost of the structure.
Also, there are multiple applications of Harmony Search Algorithm such as: adaptive Harmony
Search [7], Hybrid HS [4], and Improved HS [15], that can be used to improve the optimum
solution. Multiple studies have shown promising and potential results by using these applications.

5.2 Conclusion
Design optimization of structures has currently become an important method to study and develop
new buildings. Due to the fact that human population is increasing, and the world resources are
decreasing. Thus, more structural buildings will be constructed in order to fulfill human needs.
This problem could be solved by using the optimization methods proposed in this research such as
Genetic Algorithm and Harmony Search Algorithm. In this research, Harmony Search Algorithm
outperformed most of the optimization methods proposed by different authors. This research
applied Harmony Search Algorithm and optimized all 17 steel moment frames of The College of
Engineering Building at Temple University, yielding 15-30% lighter steel moment frames.
Therefore, the results presented in this research are promising to solve the optimization problems.
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APPENDIX A
PARTIAL STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS FOR THE COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING BUILDING
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THIRD FLOOR
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TYPICAL FLOOR
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APPENDIX B
PARTIAL RAM SS FLOOR PLANS (GRAVITY MEMBERS)
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SECOND FLOOR
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TYPICAL FLOOR
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APPENDIX C
PARTIAL RAM SS FLOOR PLAN (LATERAL MEMBERS)
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SECOND FLOOR
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ONE-BAY, THREE-STORY
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TWO-BAY, THREE-STORY
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ONE-BAY, EIGHT-STORY
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TWO-BAY, EIGHT-STORY
FOUR-BAY, EIGHT-STORY

